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The genetics of coat variation is a powerful
system for studying the fundamental aspects of
gene action and the evolutionary mechanisms
that give rise to morphological diversity.
The domestic dog (Canis familiaris) is an ideal

platform for this approach due to the variety of
coat colours, textures and patterns represented
among modern breeds, and a unique population
history that facilitates efficient and precise gene
localization.
The study of coat colour heredity in
the domestic dog was among the early
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applications of Mendelian principles to mammals, and it contributed to a comparative
description that demonstrated for the first
time the conservation of gene action and
interaction in mammals (Little, 1914; Wright,
1918; Searle, 1968). As described in an earlier edition of this chapter (Sponenberg and
Rothschild, 2001), much of the early work on
dog colour genetics is summarized in books by
Clarence Cook Little (Little, 1957) and Ojvind
Winge (Winge, 1950), and is based on a combination of segregation data and comparisons
to other species, usually the laboratory mouse.
Indeed, Little is perhaps best known for founding The Jackson Laboratory (an independent,
non-profit organization focusing on mammalian genetics research to advance human
health, first established in 1929 in Bar Harbor,
Maine, and now also based in Sacramento,
California) and helping to establish the first
inbred strains of mice (Crow, 2002), which
would serve as a critical resource for the identification of more than 100 loci that affect
coat colour (Bennett and Lamoreux, 2003).
The cloning and characterization of more
than 50 mouse coat colour genes have greatly
informed our current understanding of pigmentary biology and led to the discovery of
homologous pathways participating in other
biological processes, including the regulation
of body weight (Barsh et al., 2000) and the
biogenesis of intracellular organelles such as
lysosomes and platelet granules (Huizing and
Gahl, 2002; Raposo and Marks, 2007).
In fact, for the most part, our current
understanding of the molecular genetics of dog
coat morphology has been heralded by studies
in laboratory mice, because the repertoire of
mouse pigmentation genes provides a useful
set of candidates for identifying coat colour
genes in dogs. None the less, there are important reasons to pursue studies of dog coat morphology on its own. From a practical
perspective, breeders often make decisions
based on coat texture or colour characteristics
of potential litters, and such decisions can often
have more than cosmetic ramifications, as with
dogs homozygous for the Merle mutation, in
which vision and hearing are often compromised. From a scientific perspective, analysis
of multiple alleles in dogs can occasionally
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provide a more detailed understanding of gene
function than exists in laboratory mice, as may
be the case for the Spotting locus and the
MITF gene. In addition, there are several
examples of dog colour or hair mutations for
which there is not an obvious homologue in
other mammals, such as Dominant black (K),
Harlequin, or the coat characteristic known as
furnishings – facial furnishings, such as a beard,
moustache or eyebrows – (RSPO2). These
examples probably reflect the history of dog
domestication and breeding, which is characterized by strong diversifying selection for many
different traits; thus, studying the genetics of
dog coat morphology provides important
insight into evolutionary mechanisms associated with artificial selection.
Enabled by advances in genomic resources
and analytical approaches, the domestic dog
has recently been transformed into a tractable
genetic system for efficient gene mapping. In
what follows, we first describe the modern ‘casecontrol’ approach to mapping genetic traits in
the dog in the context of population history. We
then present an overview of coat colour genetics using the framework established by C.C.
Little (Little, 1957), comparing and contrasting
this with the relevant processes studied in the
laboratory mouse. Although Little’s opinions
about allelic and locus relationships in dogs were
necessarily based on limited data and speculation, much of what he described more than 50
years ago holds up very well to molecular scrutiny; in situations where this is not the case, we
explain in more detail the underlying molecular
basis and gene interactions. We next discuss the
background for and recent advances in the
genetic basis of coat structure traits, including
coat length, coat texture (curly versus straight),
and regional distribution of these phenotypes,
e.g. furnishings. In contrast to pigmentary
phenotypes for which traits often segregate
within breeds, coat structure traits are commonly fixed, reflecting both the population history and the rationale for breed derivation.
Throughout the chapter, and following earlier convention in dog and animal genetics, we
use the term ‘locus’ to refer to a phenotypic trait
that segregates in a Mendelian fashion, ‘gene’ to
refer to a fragment of coding DNA associated
with and/or responsible for a specific trait, and
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‘allele’ to refer to the different variants that are
observed, sometimes at a phenotypic level (where
the gene has not yet been identified, e.g. as in
Ticking), and often at a molecular level (where
the gene has been identified, e.g. as in Spotting
or MITF). We note that, historically, the term
‘gene’ has been used to refer both to the entity
responsible for Mendelian segregation (the original definition, of course) and to a fragment of
DNA (a more modern, and molecular, definition).
We also note that the term ‘locus’ was originally
developed to represent the concept that genes
resided in specific chromosomal locations and
that, in some cases, several genes might reside at
a single locus. But, for the purposes of this chapter (and with apologies to Beadle and Tatum),
it will be a useful oversimplification to consider
dog coat morphology in a ‘one locus, one gene’
framework. Summaries of coat colour and hair
loci, genes, alleles and phenotypes are provided
in Table 4.1, and of coat colour and hair loci,
genes, alleles, mutation types, expression and
functions in Table 4.2.
Our knowledge of the molecular basis of
dog coat morphology has progressed dramatically in the last decade; a large number of morphology genes have been identified, and we
anticipate rapid progress for understanding the
remaining unknown determinants of dog coat
morphological variation, including quantitative
variation – such as the extent of spotting or the
intensity of red coat dilution. Though the story
remains incomplete, the current data set is sufficient to offer some insight into mechanisms
driving the diversification of coat morphology.
For example, how often does the same phenotype, occurring in multiple dog breeds, share a
common origin? What proportion of phenotypic variation is due to coding versus regulatory
variation? What properties are shared by genes
that are targets for selection? We conclude with
our perspective on these questions.

Evolutionary History of the
Domestic Dog and Application
to Gene Mapping
Current estimates suggest that dog domestication from the grey wolf occurred in East Asia
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between 15,000 and 40,000 years ago
(Leonard et al., 2005; see also Chapter 1),
before the domestication of any other plant or
animal species (Clutton-Brock, 1995). With
the onset of agrarian societies, dog populations
grew in number and quickly dispersed. The
earliest dog breeds were probably established
during this time to perform specialized tasks
associated with agrarian life. Evidence for coat
colour variation in these early breeds can be
found in ancient Egyptian paintings dating as
early as 2000 BC.
Today, as many as 1000 breeds have been
described worldwide (Morris, 2001). Most of
them were established in Eurasia within the past
few hundred years from a well-mixed founding
population. They were subsequently maintained
as closed breeding lines under strong selection
for desired traits, resulting in a radiation of morphological and behavioural diversity (Wayne
and Ostrander, 2007). For example, the
Newfoundland breed acquired a thick, waterresistant double coat and webbed feet adapted
for aiding fishermen in the icy waters off the
Newfoundland coast (Club, 2006). Dachshunds,
which were used in Europe to hunt badgers in
underground burrows, developed an elongated
body, short legs and olfactory machinery honed
for hunting (Club, 2006).
From a population genetics perspective,
dog history is punctuated by an initial population bottleneck that occurred at least 15,000
years ago (at domestication) and a second
series of bottlenecks that occurred in the past
few hundred years (at breed formation).
Because of these events, the dog is uniquely
suited for genome-wide association mapping
of genetic traits such as coat colour that segregate within breeds. The approach is conceptually similar to that being used to map
human traits. Dogs are stratified into groups
based on phenotype, and single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) allele frequencies across
the genome are compared. Genomic regions
that harbour SNPs with large allele frequency
differences are likely to signify the location of
a causative mutation. When comparing dogs
of different phenotypes within the same
breed, the association of neighbouring SNPs
extends over large genomic regions (with
average haplotype blocks of 0.5 to 1 Mb)
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Table 4.1. Mendelian coat colour loci in the domestic dog.
Locus

Gene

Spotting
S (Spotting)

MITF

T (Ticking)

R (Roan)

Dilution
B (Brown)

C (Tyrosinase)

D (Dilute)

G (Progressive greying)

M (Merle)

H (Harlequin)

Tw (Tweed)

Pigment-type switching
A (Agouti)

K (K)

E (Extension)

a

Allelea

Phenotype

S
si
sp
sw

Solid coat (no spotting)
Irish spotting pattern
Piebald spotting pattern
Extreme white spotting

T
t

Ticking in white areas
No ticking

R
r

Mixture of white and coloured hairs in spots
No pigmented hairs in white spots

B
bs, bd, bc

No dilution of eumelanin (black)
Diluted eumelanin (liver, brown, chocolate)

C
c

No dilution of pheomelanin (yellow, sable,
fawn)
Oculocutaneous albinism (in Pekingese)

D
d

No dilution of eumelanin (black)
Dilution of eumelanin (silver, blue)

G
g

Greying of eumelanin with age
No greying

M
m

Merle pattern
Non-merle

H
h

Harlequin pattern (in a merle background)
Merle pattern (in a merle background)

TwT
tw+

Large, smooth patches (in a merle
background)
Small, jagged patched (in a merle background)

ay
aw
at
a

Yellow, sable, fawn
Agouti-banded hair, light-coloured ventrum
Black and tan
Recessive black

KB
kbr
k

Black
Brindle (black and yellow stripes)
Wild type (allows expression of Agouti
phenotypes)

Em
E
e

Melanistic mask
Extension, wild type
Recessive yellow

?

?

TYRP1

TYR

MLPH

?

PMEL

PSMB7

?

ASIP

CBD103

MC1R

Alleles for each locus are listed in order of dominance.
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Table 4.2. Types of mutations identified in dog coat colour genes.
Genea

Allele

Mutation type

Pleiotropic gene function
Regulatory
MITF
Si

Expression

General function

Neural crest-derived cells,
developing eye, osteoclasts

Eye/bone development,
pigment cell development
and function

Membrane trafficking,
secretory granule
exocytosis
Immune response,
pigmentation

MITF
MITF
MLPH

Sp
Sw
d

Regulatory
Regulatory
Regulatory

Expressed in multiple tissues

CBD103

K

Coding

Expressed in multiple tissues

Pigment-cell specific gene function
Coding
TYRP1
bs
TYRP1
bd
Coding
Coding
TYRP1
bc
PMEL
M
Splicing

ASIP
ASIP
ASIP
MC1R

ay
at
a
e

Regulatory
Regulatory
Coding
Coding

Pigment cells

Pigment synthesis

Pigment cells

Dermal papillae (hair follicle)

Melanosome biogenesis,
pigment synthesis
(other?)
Pigment-type switching

Pigment cells

Pigment-type switching

MITF, Microphthalmia-associated transcription factor; MLPH, Melanophilin; CBD103, Canine b-defensin 103;
TYRP1, Tyrosinase-related protein 1; PMEL (encodes a melanocyte-specific transmembrane glycoprotein);
ASIP, Agouti signalling protein; MC1R (encodes a G-protein coupled receptor expressed on the surface of
melanocytes).

a

because the haplotype blocks established at
breed formation have not yet been broken
down by recombination. In contrast, when
comparing dogs of different phenotypes
across breeds, haplotype blocks are much
shorter (10 to 100 kb), reflecting a greater
degree of recombination since the domestication bottleneck (Sutter et al., 2004; LindbladToh et al., 2005).
Long haplotype blocks provide an advantage for genome-wide mapping because the
power is higher: fewer genetic markers and
fewer individuals are required to detect
association for even subtle phenotypic differences. Short haplotype blocks offer higher
mapping resolution. Thus, a two-step mapping approach can be employed to take
advantage of both long and short haplotype
structures. In the first stage, dogs of the same
breed are used for genome-wide association

mapping. In the second stage, dogs of different breeds are used, focusing on the genomic
region identified during the first stage
(Lindblad-Toh et al., 2005; Karlsson
et al., 2007). Implementation of this strategy
requires that the trait has a common genetic
basis and segregates within at least two breeds.
While breed standards are strict regarding
morphology, they often allow for substantial
variation in coat colour, making them ideal
traits for genetic mapping.
In what follows, we summarize specific
progress made in dog coat colour genetics, much
of which involves application of the aforementioned approach. We consider three categories
of coat colour variation – white-spotting, dilution
and pigment-type switching – that reflect gene
function in various discrete developmental and
physiological aspects of the mammalian pigment
cell, the melanocyte (Table 4.1).
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Pigment Cell Development
and Survival
During embryogenesis, melanocyte precursor
cells, the melanoblasts, migrate from the neural crest to the epidermis and hair follicles in
the skin (as well as to parts of the eye and
inner ear). Once there, they proliferate and
differentiate into pigment-producing melanocytes. A second type of pigment cell – that
found in the retinal pigment epithelium
(Sparrow et al., 2010) – expresses many of
the same melanogenic enzymes and proteins
as the melanocyte, but arises directly from
neurectoderm rather than from the neural
crest, and has a very different shape and
physiology from those of the melanocyte.
White spotting on the coat usually indicates
an absence of melanocytes caused by a failure of melanoblast migration, proliferation or
differentiation during development. Mutations
in genes that participate in one or more
of these processes are responsible for coat
patterns of white spots (Bennett and
Lamoreux, 2003).
Little described two major loci that contribute to spotting in dogs – Spotting (S) and
Ticking (T ) (Little, 1957). In contrast, 25
white-spotting loci have been identified in
mice and ten white-spotting genes have been
cloned (Baxter et al., 2004). In mice, white
spotting is often associated with other congenital abnormalities including anaemia,
megacolon and craniofacial malformation,
indicating the importance of the neural crest
in multiple developmental areas and/or a
common set of signalling pathways used by
multiple different cell lineages (Baxter et al.,
2004). In contrast, white spotting in dogs is
occasionally associated with hearing deficiencies, but not with more severe problems
(Strain, 2004). This difference apparently
reflects the different motivations underlying
trait selection: mutations in dogs are likely to
have been selected and maintained by breeders only if they have little or no effect on
overall health and fitness. In contrast, laboratory mice are a well-established and rich
resource for collecting and studying mutations that affect a variety of disease
processes.

The Spotting locus
Little predicted the canine S locus to have four
alleles – Solid (S), Irish spotting (si), Piebald
spotting (sp) and Extreme white spotting (sw) –
which differ based on the degree of pigmented
body surface. Alleles resulting in a more completely pigmented body surface are dominant
to those with less pigmentation (Little, 1957).
In some breeds, sw/sw animals are completely
or almost completely white, e.g. the Boxer,
Bull Terrier or Greyhound, while in others,
sw/sw animals may have residual pigmentation
that overlaps with the piebald spotting phenotype, e.g. the Italian Greyhound or Great
Pyrenees. The substantial degree of phenotypic heterogeneity apparent among breeds
fixed for a specific Spotting allele indicates
that modifier loci contribute significantly to the
phenotype.
The Irish pattern describes white markings on the face, legs and ventrum, which
often extend to form a white collar around the
neck. The name of the pattern was adopted
from early hereditary studies of a similar pattern characterized in Irish rats by the English
geneticist Leonard Doncaster (1906). In dogs,
the Irish pattern can result either from
homozygosity of the si allele or from incomplete dominance of the S over more severe
Spotting alleles (S/sp and S/sw). This difference in the genetic basis has a practical implication: the desired Irish pattern is fixed in
certain breeds, such as the Basenji (si/si), but
is maintained by balancing selection (and
therefore not fixed) in others, such as the
Boxer (S/sw) (Barsh, 2007; Schmutz et al.,
2009). Plate 1 depicts Italian Greyhound siblings, one that exhibits the Irish pattern, and
one that exhibits extreme white spotting with
residual pigmentation.
Microphthalmia-associated
transcription factor (MITF ) was identified as the gene
responsible for white spotting in dogs using the
genome-wide association mapping strategy
described above (Karlsson et al., 2007). The
power of association-based mapping in the
context of dog genetics is apparent from the
strategy, which required only 19 animals – nine
solid coloured (S/S) and ten white (sw/sw) – to
map the spotting phenotype to a single gene.
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MITF is a basic helix-loop-helix transcription
factor involved in the development of several
cell types, including mast cells, osteoclasts,
the retinal pigment epithelium and melanocytes. In melanocytes and the retinal pigment
epithelium, MITF activates the expression of
many melanogenic enzymes and proteins,
and has been referred to as a ‘master regulator’ of pigmentation (Goding, 2000; Levy
et al., 2006; Arnheiter, 2010). In laboratory
mice, alleles that disrupt the MITF protein
usually affect both melanocytes and the retinal pigment epithelium; the latter cell type is
important for proper eye development, which
is why many mouse alleles cause microphthalmia in addition to white spotting. Because
MITF is expressed in many different cell
types, it makes use of several alternative promoters and transcriptional initiation sites
(Bismuth et al., 2005; Bharti et al., 2008).
Work from Karlsson et al. (2007) demonstrated that genetic markers near the melanocyte-specific MITF-M promoter demonstrate
the strongest association with spotting.
Sequencing a 102 kb candidate region from
S and sw chromosomes did not uncover coding differences between the alleles (further
implying a MITF-M regulatory mutation), but
revealed 46 distinct molecular alterations,
including a short interspersed nuclear element (SINE) element insertion ~3 kb upstream
of the MITF-M promoter in sw but not in S
chromosomes, and a polymorphic homopolymer tract ~100 bp upstream of the MITF-M
promoter that is longer in sw- than in S-bearing
chromosomes.
The situation with other Spotting alleles
is confusing: breeds fixed for piebald spotting
(sp/sp) carry the sw-associated SINE element
insertion, whereas breeds fixed for Irish spotting (si/si) do not. However, all three alleles
associated with spotting (si, sp and sw) carry a
homopolymer tract that is longer than the version found in solid (S/S) dogs. At present, the
data suggest that a series of regulatory mutations occurred sequentially on a single MITF
haplotype to generate increasingly severe
spotting phenotypes. Comparative sequence
analysis of Spotting alleles should help to
unravel potential relationships and pinpoint
causative variants.
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The Ticking and Roan loci
Ticking (T) and Roan (R) are dominant modifiers
of white spotting. Ticking causes ‘ticks’ of pigmented hair to emerge in regions that would otherwise be white, while roan causes a uniform
mixture of white and pigmented hairs in white
regions. Ticking and roan may appear anywhere
but are most frequently observed on the muzzle
and forelimbs, and are found in Hounds, Pointers,
Spaniels, Setters and Dalmatians. (The terminology is confusing, because, in other animals, ticking is also used to describe bands or ‘ticks’ of
pheomelanic pigment on individual hairs, better
known as the Agouti phenotype.) Although ticking and roan are distinct phenotypes, it is unclear
whether they are allelic; they are presented in
Table 4.1 as distinct loci, each with two alleles:
T > t and R > r, respectively.
Ticking and roan do not manifest until 3 to
4 weeks of age (Little, 1957), and may represent
a second wave of melanocyte precursor differentiation, proliferation or colonization of hair follicles. The underlying genetics of ticking is especially
interesting because corresponding traits have not
been recognized in laboratory mice. Little (1957)
suggested that the distinctive spotting pattern of
Dalmatians represents homozygosity for T and
sw. However, several breeds, including Cocker
Spaniels, segregate the ticking phenotype (Club,
2006), providing the opportunity to map the ticking locus using genome-wide association.

Generalized Pigment Dilution
Melanocytes produce two types of pigments –
black eumelanin and red pheomelanin – in specialized organelles called melanosomes. Mature
melanosomes are then transferred to surrounding keratinocyte cells populating the hair and
skin. Pigment dilution reflects decreased pigment
production or transfer, and results from mutations in genes that function in melanosome
biogenesis, pigment synthesis or melanosome
transport. Eumelanin and pheomelanin differ
according to amino acid content (pheomelanin
is cysteine rich, eumelanin is not), solubility
(eumelanin is more highly polymerized and
therefore more insoluble than pheomelanin)
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and structure (eumelanin exists in highly structured ovoid granules, whereas pheomelanin
exists in granules that are less structured and
more spherical). Many components of the
pathways for eumelanin and pheomelanin synthesis are different, and so dilution phenotypes
often affect either eumelanin or pheomelanin
specifically (Fig. 4.1) (Searle, 1968; Hearing,
1999).
As described initially by Little (1957), five
loci modify the intensity of coat colour in the
domestic dog: Brown (B), Chinchilla (C),
Dilute (D), Progressive greying (G) and Merle

TYRP1

(M). In the subsections that follow, we discuss
the phenotypes associated with these loci and
their molecular characterization.

The Tyrosinase (Chinchilla) locus
Historical studies in laboratory mice identified the most common cause of oculocutaneous albinism as an allele of the
Chinchilla (hence C) locus, later identified as Tyrosinase (Tyr). Tyrosinase is

MATP

OCA2

SLC24A5
TYR

MC1R

PMEL

Eumelanosome

Tyrosine

ASIP
cAMP
CBD103
(K)

MYO5A

cAMP

MATP

Tyrosine

RAB27A

SLC24A5
MLPH
Cysteine

TYR

Pheomelanosome

SLC7A11
Fig. 4.1. The role of canine coat colour genes in melanocyte cell biology. The diagram shows a
melanocyte, with eumelanogenesis and pheomelanogenesis depicted in the upper and lower sections,
respectively. Protein names correspond to the genes discussed in the text or here. Mutations of the genes
for each gene product shown here give rise to a pigmentary phenotype; those with allelic variation in
dogs are shown in black, and those that have been implicated in other systems or organisms are shown
in grey. The type of pigment synthesized by melanocytes is controlled by MC1R (a G-protein coupled
receptor expressed on the surface of melanocytes) and its second messenger cAMP. High levels of basal
MC1R signalling cause increased expression of TYR (tyrosinase), TYRP1 (tyrosinase-related protein 1),
OCA2 (a membrane protein implicated in oculocutaneous albinism) and PMEL (a melanocyte-specific
transmembrane glycoprotein), leading to increased eumelanin synthesis. Low levels of cAMP cause
increased expression of the cysteine transporter SLC7A11, leading to increased pheomelanin synthesis.
CBD103 (an MC1R ligand, encoded by the K locus) prevents ASIP (Agouti signalling protein) from
inhibiting MC1R, thereby promoting eumelanin synthesis. The illustration is drawn to emphasize the
differences between eumelanin and pheomelanin synthesis in the melanosomes; in reality, biogenesis of
the different organelles involved is more complex and involves a common precursor organelle and several
distinct protein trafficking steps. As melanosomes mature, they are transported to dendritic tips via a
process that depends on the unconventional myosin (MYO5A), a GTP-binding protein (RAB27A), and an
adapter protein (MLPH). MATP is a membrane-associated transporter protein; SLC24A5 is solute carrier
family 24 member 5 (also known as sodium/potassium/calcium exchanger 5, NCKX5).
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a transmembrane melanosomal protein
whose intramelanosomal domain catalyses the
initial and rate-limiting step of both eumelanin
and pheomelanin synthesis. In mice, Tyr alleles, including Albino (c) and Chinchilla (cch),
give rise to characteristic phenotypes associated with either complete albinism or the preferential dilution of pheomelanin, respectively.
Tyrosinase activity is normally downregulated
during pheomelanogenesis, so partial loss of
function mutations, like cch, provide enough
activity for eumelanin but not for pheomelanin
synthesis (Ollmann et al., 1998). Similar allelic
series have also been described for several
other species (Searle, 1968).
In dogs, oculocutaneous albinism occurs
rarely in some breeds, such as the Pekingese,
and is assumed to be due to a TYR loss-offunction allele (c) (Whitney, 1979). More common forms of white coat colour in dogs occur by
mechanisms other than TYR inactivation. One
common form of white is observed in spotted
breeds, like the Borzoi, due to extreme white
spotting (sw/sw) on a pale background (either ay/
ay – the Agouti locus; or e/e – the Extension
locus). These dogs have dark eyes with typically
small amounts of residual pigmentation on the
coat and skin, and produce spotted pups when
mated to a solid-coloured dog. Some dark-eyed
white dogs, however, are found in predominantly solid and dark coloured breeds, such as
the German Shepherd, suggesting a third mechanism for producing a white coat that segregates
as a monogenic trait with a recessive inheritance pattern (Carver, 1984).
Little speculated that a Tyrosinase allele,
equivalent to cch in other animals, was responsible for variation in pheomelanin intensity.
However, Schmutz and Berryere (2007)
observed that TYR markers did not segregate
with pheomelanin dilution in either Golden
Retriever or Labrador Retriever pedigrees.
Another candidate that has not yet been investigated is SLC7A11, which encodes a cysteine
transporter that underlies pheomelanin dilution (the subtle grey mutation) in mice
(Chintala et al., 2005). Identification of additional components of the pheomelanin
synthesis pathway is an ongoing area of investigation in pigmentation biology, and dog
genetics is ideally suited to make a substantial
contribution.
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The Brown locus
In several mammals, recessive alleles of
Tyrosinase-related protein 1 (TYRP1) cause
the dilution of black pigment to brown but do
not affect the intensity of red or yellow pigment (Zdarsky et al., 1990; Berryere et al.,
2003; Lyons et al., 2005; Schmidt-Kuntzel
et al., 2005). TYRP1 encodes an intramelanosomal enzyme that catalyses the oxidation
of intermediates in eumelanin synthesis
(Sarangarajan and Boissy, 2001). Using a candidate gene approach, Schmutz et al. (2002)
identified three TYRP1 coding mutations, each
on a different haplotype, responsible for an
indistinguishable brown coat colour in different
allelic combinations. A survey of 28 breeds
found the TYRP1 alleles to be widespread,
with all three alleles present in several breeds
(Schmutz et al., 2002). The three alleles of the
Brown (B) locus are designated bs, bd and bc
(B > b) (see Table 4.1).
The domestic cat also has multiple TYRP1
alleles that dilute black pigment, but each allele
has a distinct coat colour phenotype (Lyons
et al., 2005; Schmidt-Kuntzel et al., 2005).
The identification of three molecularly distinct
but functionally equivalent alleles in dogs is
somewhat surprising since selection for a
specific phenotype is expected to sweep a single allele to high frequency. A potential
explanation is that selection for brown coat
colour occurred in multiple isolated populations, each of which contributed to the formation of modern breeds.

The Dilution locus
A third colour dilution locus, D, has a recessive
allele (d) that dilutes both eumelanin and pheomelanin to a metallic blue or silver (as in the
Italian Greyhounds shown in Plate 1). Similar
phenotypes in mice are due to disruption of
the melanosome transport machinery and
characterized at the cellular level by perinuclear
melanosome clumping in melanocytes and
abnormal melanosome distribution in the hair
shaft (Searle, 1968; Silvers, 1979). Using a
candidate gene approach, Philipp et al. (2005)
revealed an association with a single haplotype
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near the gene for the carrier protein melanophilin (MLPH) in multiple dog breeds, indicating a single causative allele of common origin.
The MLPH coding sequence in d/d dogs is
normal, however, which suggests an underlying regulatory mutation (Philipp et al., 2005;
Drögemuller et al., 2007a). MLPH encodes a
member of the exophilin subfamily of Rab
effector proteins, which forms a ternary complex with a Ras-related GTPase, RAB27A, and
a myosin motor protein, MYO5A, involved in
the transport of melanosomes along the actin
cytoskeleton (Barral and Seabra, 2004). Similar
dilute phenotypes caused by MLPH mutations
have been identified in several species, including mice, cats, chickens and humans (Matesic
et al., 2001; Ménasché et al., 2003; Ishida
et al., 2006; Vaez et al., 2008).

Merle and associated loci
Merle, which is referred to as dapple in some
breeds, is a pattern of irregularly shaped areas
of diluted pigmentation (Plate 2). The mutation
(M) is semidominant; animals homozygous for
the presumptive ancestral or wild type allele,
m, are normally pigmented, M/m animals
have mild-to-moderate dilution of eumelanic
areas, and M/M animals are mainly white.
Characteristically, small patches of normal colour appear within areas of diluted pigmentation in both M/M and M/m dogs. In addition,
M/M animals occasionally exhibit deafness and
ocular problems (microphthalmia, abnormal
irises and/or blindness) (Sorsby and Davey,
1954; Reetz et al., 1977); consequently, most
guidelines recommend against interbreeding
M/M (‘double merle’) dogs, and the phenotype
is not fixed in any breed.
Using genome-wide association mapping
of a Shetland sheepdog cohort and subsequent
screening of candidates, Clark et al. (2006) discovered that Silver (SILV), first identified in the
laboratory mouse and now referred to as
PMEL, is likely to be responsible for Merle.
PMEL encodes a melanocyte-specific transmembrane glycoprotein whose intramelanosomal domain is cleaved and localizes to the
matrix of eumelanosomes, where it forms fibrillar amyloid structures that serve as substrates

for the precipitation and deposition of melanin
(Kobayashi et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1996).
Mutations of PMEL cause pigmentation phenotypes in other species, including silvering in
mice (Kwon et al., 1995; Martinez-Esparza
et al., 1999) and horses (Brunberg et al.,
2006), and a series of plumage phenotypes in
chickens (Kerje et al., 2004). Because PMEL is
localized primarily to eumelanosomes, Merle
typically spares pheomelanin-coloured areas,
as is evident in the black-and-tan, dapple Dachshund (Plate 2).
One of the most striking aspects of Merle
is that it is genetically unstable. Matings of
mutant M/M to ‘wild-type’ m/m dogs produce true-breeding non-merle (m/m) offspring
at a rate of 3–4% (Sponenberg, 1984), a hallmark of so-called germline reversion, or a
‘reverse mutation’ of M to m (discussed further below). This observation suggests that
the molecular alteration responsible for the M
mutation is itself unstable, and can revert both
in germ cells (as above) and in somatic cells,
giving rise to the normal patches of colour
within areas of diluted pigmentation (Plate 2,
Fig. 4.2). Clark et al. (2006) identified, in all
dogs carrying M, a small insertion in the
PMEL gene for which an internal An (adenosine homopolymer) tract exhibited a shortened
length in putative M to m revertants. The
insertion itself is a SINE mobile genetic element, but Clark et al. (2006, 2008) suggest
that reversion is not due to excision of the
SINE (which happens rarely, if at all), and
instead is due to shortening of the An tract due
to errors in DNA replication during cell division. According to this suggestion, there are
three groups of alleles, the ancestral allele
that lacks the SINE insertion (referred to as
m), the derivative allele with the SINE insertion that disrupts PMEL function (referred to
as M) for which the An tract is 91–101 nt
(nucleotides) long, and a revertant allele
(referred to here as m*) which carries the SINE
insertion with a shorter An tract of 54–65 nt
(Clark et al., 2008). An important implication
of this idea is that both the M and the m* alleles would exhibit instability, the former for
tract shortening to a ‘normal’ phenotype, and
the latter for tract expansion to an abnormal
phenotype, in which case the phenomenon of
merle reversion might more accurately be
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Inner ear

Neural crest

Skin

m/m
Neural crest

M

m*

M

m*

M/m
Neural crest
Cell
death
White
area

Cell death
M/M
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Fig. 4.2. Proposed cellular and developmental basis for Merle-associated (or dapple) phenotypes.
The role of pigment cells in eye, ear and skin development is described in the text. In dogs heterozygous
for Merle (M/m), a defective PMEL protein compromises eumelanosome formation, leading to a
generalized pigmentary dilution. In dogs homozygous for Merle (M/M), increased levels of defective
PMEL protein (a melanocyte-specific transmembrane glycoprotein) cause pigment cell death, which itself
leads to abnormal retinal development, deafness and large white areas on the coat. As described in
the text, the molecular nature of the M mutation is unstable, which facilitates frequent conversion to what
we refer to as a pseudorevertant m* allele. Pseudoreversion is shown here at the late stages of
melanocyte development, but may also occur much earlier, giving rise to large patches of normal colour
within a diluted area.

referred to as pseudoreversion. Indeed, the
idea of an unstable m* allele is likely to underlie what has been described as a cryptic or
phantom merle, in which a dog with little or
no pigmentary abnormalities produces typical
merle offspring.
The previous discussion also provides a
hypothesis for considering Merle-associated
phenotypes from a cellular and developmental
perspective (Fig. 4.2). Microphthalmia and
deafness are a hallmark for death of retinal pigment cells and melanocytes in the inner ear,
but pigmentary dilution is most likely caused by

a structurally abnormal PMEL protein that
interferes with eumelanosome formation.
Death of skin melanocytes probably accounts
for white areas of the coat in M/M animals, but
is unlikely to be linked to melanogenesis itself,
because the latter phenomenon yields a characteristic hair phenotype with loss of pigment
at the base of the hairs. Finally, the location
and size of normal colour patches that occur
within diluted areas of Merle dogs probably
reflects the time during melanocyte development when reversion occurs, with large and
small patches signifying early and late events,
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respectively. In both cases, the shape of normal colour patches should reflect the developmental history of a melanocyte clone, and is
consistent with recent studies in laboratory
mice (Wilkie et al., 2002).
Harlequin (H) and Tweed (TwT) are both
dominant modifiers of the merle pattern that
have no apparent effect on coat colour in
non-merle backgrounds. Dilute regions of
merle pattern are, instead, white in a harlequin background (H/h;M/m) and contrast
sharply with the region of full pigmentation.
H/H genotypes cause lethality during embryogenesis (Sponenberg, 1985); Clark et al.
(2011) showed that the phenotype is associated with a coding variant in the 20S proteasome 2 subunit (PSMB7). In tweed dogs,
dilute regions of the merle pattern are larger,
on average, with varying shades of pigment
intensity and smooth boundaries (Sponenberg
and Lamoreux, 1985); there is, at present, no
information on the molecular basis of Tweed.

The Progressive greying locus
A final dilution phenotype that segregates in
dogs is progressive greying (the G locus).
Common in poodles and some terrier breeds,
it is dominantly inherited and causes a progressive dilution of eumelanin from black to
grey (Little, 1957). Greying in dogs is similar
to the progressive silvering that occurs in mice
(Dunn and Thigpen, 1930) and horses
(Bowling, 2000). In both cases, mutations of
PMEL are responsible (Kwon et al., 1995;
Martinez-Esparza et al., 1999), implicating
the canine PMEL gene as a candidate for G as
well as for Merle.

Pigment-type Switching
The synthesis of either eumelanin or pheomelanin is regulated in a time and location specific
manner by an intercellular signalling pathway
within the hair follicle (Silvers, 1979).
Components of this pathway are encoded by
the pigment-type switching gene MC1R and
the gene for Agouti signalling protein (ASIP).
MC1R is a G-protein coupled receptor

expressed on the surface of melanocytes and
its signalling activity promotes eumelanin
synthesis. MC1R is primarily regulated by
ASIP, a secreted ligand that antagonizes MC1R
signalling and promotes pheomelanin synthesis (Fig. 4.1).
Mutations in MC1R or ASIP commonly
result in phenotypes that alter the timing and/
or distribution of eumelanin and pheomelanin.
MC1R gain-of-function mutations or ASIP
loss-of-function mutations cause exclusive production of eumelanin. Conversely, MC1R lossof-function mutations or ASIP gain-of-function
mutations cause exclusive production of pheomelanin. As a consequence, ASIP has a characteristic allelic hierarchy, with dominant
yellow and recessive black alleles. MC1R has a
reverse hierarchy, with dominant black and
recessive yellow alleles (Searle, 1968). MC1R
alleles are epistatic to ASIP alleles.
In most dog breeds (for example, the
Labrador retriever in Plate 3), black coat colour
is inherited as a dominant trait, consistent with
a gain-of-function MC1R allele. However,
based on segregation studies, Little (1957)
postulated that dominant black coat colour was
instead due to an unusual allele of ASIP (As).
His observation implied that the genetics of
pigment-type switching in dogs is distinct from
that operating in other mammals.

The K locus
Enabled by genome-wide molecular markers,
pedigree and linkage analysis revealed that
dominant black and another unusual dog coat
colour phenotype, brindle, were not alleles of
either ASIP or MC1R, but instead map to a
novel pigment type switching locus (K, so
named from blacK) with three alleles –
Dominant black (KB), Brindle (kbr) and the
ancestral allele (ky) – listed here in order of
dominance (Kerns et al., 2003, 2007). A combination of pedigree- and population-based
mapping approaches identified the KB mutation as a 3 bp deletion in b-defensin 103
(CBD103) that predicts an in-frame glycine
deletion (Candille et al., 2007). Several lines of
evidence suggest that CBD103 (canine
b-defensin) is an MC1R ligand that promotes
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eumelanin synthesis by inhibiting ASIP antagonism of MC1R (Candille et al., 2007).
b-Defensins comprise a diverse and rapidly
evolving family of secreted peptides (Hughes,
1999; Semple et al., 2006) with a role as endogenous antibiotic agents that participate in both
acquired and innate immune responses (Yang
et al., 1999; Biragyn et al., 2002; Ganz, 2003;
Soruri et al., 2007). The link between CBD103
and the melanocortin system indicates that
b-defensins do more than just defend, and points
to a potentially intriguing connection between
pigmentation and immunity. Nevertheless, a
similar pigmentary function for b-defensins in
other species has yet to be uncovered.
Brindle (kbr), which describes the irregular
pattern of black stripes on a fawn or yellow
background, is common in many breeds. Little
(1957) initially assigned kbr to the Extension (E)
locus, but mapping data now verify that it is an
allele of the K locus (Kerns et al., 2003, 2007).
The brindle phenotype is only apparent on
pheomelanic areas of the coat and its expression requires a functional MC1R (K alleles are
hypostatic to E alleles) (Kerns et al., 2007).
The extent of brindle striping varies considerably. Some dogs are yellow with only a few
black stripes, while others are so heavily striped
that they appear black. It remains unclear
whether variation in the extent of brindle striping is due to stochastic or genetic mechanisms
(or a combination of both).

The Agouti locus
The temporal and spatial regulation of ASIP
expression has been well characterized and
provides the basis for understanding common
pigmentation patterns in dogs and other mammals. ASIP uses two alternative promoters
(Vrieling et al., 1994). One promoter, active
on the ventral body surface, produces a light
(yellow) ventrum. The second promoter is
active only at a specific time during the hair
cycle and produces banded hair. Variation in
the activity of each promoter gives rise to a
diversity of common mammalian coat patterns,
in which the ventral surface is lighter than the
dorsal surface, and which may contribute to
countershading (Thayer, 1909; Kiltie, 1988).
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In dogs, four alleles of the Agouti series recognized by Little (1957) (ay > aw > at > a) reflect
these aspects of ASIP regulation. As discussed
at the beginning of this section, Little also proposed that a fifth Agouti allele (AS) was responsible for dominantly inherited black coat colour,
which is now known to be caused by an allele
of the K locus (KB).
Dogs carrying an ay allele are uniformly
yellow (commonly referred to as fawn, tan or
sable), though hairs often have black tips that
give a sandy appearance. The ay allele is
associated with two ASIP coding variants in
22 breeds, suggesting a single common origin for the allele in dogs (Berryere et al.,
2005). Most likely, the coding variants are
not responsible for the phenotype but, rather,
are in linkage disequilibrium with a regulatory
mutation that causes ASIP expression to persist throughout most of the hair cycle.
Specifically, a mutation in the hair cycle promoter could expand the timing of ASIP
expression relative to that observed in most
other animals with banded hairs. The ay allele
in dogs differs from dominant Asip alleles in
mice, in which unusual gain-of-function regulatory alterations cause widespread Asip
expression and non-pigmentary effects,
including obesity, diabetes and increased
body length (Silvers, 1979).
The at allele in dogs gives rise to a characteristic phenotype with a black dorsum and
yellow (or tan) markings on the head, ventrum
and/or legs (Plate 2). By analogy to laboratory
mice, the at mutation is probably caused by
molecular alterations that reduce or eliminate
activity of the hair cycle promoter. The distribution of pheomelanin varies considerably
among different breeds. Some display a minimal pattern of tan ‘points’ on the ventral surface. In others, such as the Airedale Terrier,
the pheomelanic region extends dorsally to
cover a considerable portion of the coat, limiting the expression of eumelanin to a saddleshaped region on the back and sides (Little,
1957). Some have proposed that the ‘saddle’
pattern is due to modifiers of the at pattern,
while others consider it an independent
Agouti allele (as) (Little, 1957; Burns and
Fraser, 1966; Willis, 1976).
The aw allele, the presumed ancestral
ASIP allele that produces banded hair similar
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to the wolf, is present in breeds such as
the German Shepherd and the Schnauzer (Little,
1957). Recessive inheritance of the a allele, identified as a coding variant predicted to inactivate
the protein, is responsible for black coat colour in
some breeds, including the German Shepherd
and Australian Shepherd (Kerns et al., 2004).

The Extension locus
The Extension (E) locus has three known
alleles in dogs: Em > E > e. Little (1957) also
assigned a fourth allele, Ebr, which he postulated was responsible for the brindle phenotype, but which is now recognized as an allele
of the K locus (Kbr) (Kerns et al., 2003, 2007).
The wild-type allele, E, encodes a functional
MC1R that allows for expression of the Agouti
and K locus alleles.
The dominant Em allele is responsible for
the localized distribution of eumelanin on the
muzzle that resembles a darkened mask in a
pheomelanic (ay) background. The phenotype
was perfectly associated with an MC1R coding
alteration (M264V) in a survey of 12 breeds
(Schmutz et al., 2003), confirming it as an
MC1R allele. The mutation occurs at a junction between a transmembrane domain and an
extracellular loop that could affect ligand affinity, signalling, or stability of the receptor.
Alternatively, it is possible that the coding variant is in linkage disequilibrium with a regulatory mutation that alters MC1R expression
levels. In either case, Em is likely to affect
MC1R signalling levels rather than its regional
distribution, implying that specific areas of the
body have different thresholds for pigmenttype switching that are revealed by perturbations in MC1R signalling efficiency (Schmutz
et al., 2003).
In most breeds, a uniform yellow coat colour is due to the dominant Agouti allele, ay. In
the Labrador Retriever, the Golden Retriever
and the Irish Setter, however, uniformly yellow
or red coat colour is due to recessive inheritance of the e allele. The molecular basis of
e was identified as a nonsense MC1R mutation
(R306ter) that truncates the final 11 amino
acids of the receptor. The R306ter variant is
found on two different haplotypes in the dog,

implicating each as an independently occurring
mutation (Newton et al., 2001).
A glaring omission from the Extension
series in dogs is a dominant black allele. Given
the representation of equivalent alleles in other
species and the diversity of coat colour phenotypes in dogs, it is perhaps surprising that such
an allele has not been identified in the dog, but
the prevalence of the KB allele in modern dog
breeds make it unlikely that a second dominant black allele would be noticed (Kerns
et al., 2007).

Genetics of Hair Structure in the
Domestic Dog
The appearance of the canine coat is determined not only by the colour and distribution
of pigment, but also by the characteristics of
hair structure – its length, its texture, and
regional distribution – dogs may be long haired,
hairless, wire haired, curly haired, ridged or
ripple coated. While colour traits often segregate within breeds, hair structure traits are
more likely to be fixed. One reason for this
general observation is that selection for coat
structure during breed formation was in many
instances a consequence of function, not form.
For example, the occasional longhaired
Pembroke Welsh Corgi was not desirable,
because short hair, in combination with the
Corgi’s short stature, was most compatible
with herding work. Similarly, the water-resistant, thick and curly coat of the Irish Water
Spaniel was a necessary provision for retrieving game in cold water. Today, the historical
motives for particular coat structures are maintained by breed standards.
The lack of hair structure variation
within breeds is likely to have contributed to
the paucity of classical genetic studies relative to pigmentary traits. Colour traits segregating within breeds were ripe for genetic
analysis, but fixed traits were not. The early
breeder and geneticist, Leon Whitney (1979),
made several insightful observations about
hair structure genetics from interbreed
crosses, but these were necessarily limited in
scope. In addition, comparative genetic studies across domestic animals have not been
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done for hair structure traits to the same
extent as for coat colour traits. Consequently,
genetic comparisons between dogs and mice
are not as straightforward. Even in mice,
where anatomical and genetic studies of
abnormal hair have led to substantial progress
in our understanding of hair development,
an integrated molecular view is incomplete,
owing in part to the complexity of hair formation (Schlake, 2007).
Despite these limitations, the genes
responsible for five canine hair structure traits
are now known (Fig. 4.3, Table 4.3). Three of
these traits – coat length, furnishings and curl –
are common among many breeds. The other
two – hairlessness and dorsal ridge formation –
are restricted to only a few. The following section will focus on the genetic and molecular
characterization of these loci, touching only
briefly on aspects of hair structure where the
basis and extent of genetic components remain
unknown. For example, characteristics such as
hair density and the presence of an undercoat
are likely to have both heritable and environmental determinants (Whitney, 1979), but are
not discussed here. Nor do we consider follicular dysplasias, even though the distinction
between normal variation and ‘disease’, i.e.
follicular dysplasias, is sometimes more quantitative than qualitative.

Anagen
Catagen

Hair Follicle Development
and Biology
Variation in hair structure can represent alterations in the molecular building blocks or the
underlying developmental and regenerative
mechanisms of the hair follicle, and we first
provide a brief review of these processes. Hair
is a complex and impermanent epithelial
appendage that is continually regenerated
over the lifespan of an organism. The process
of regeneration is commonly referred to as the
hair cycle and consists of distinct stages of hair
growth (anagen), regression (catagen) and rest
(telogen) (Fig. 4.3) (Fuchs et al., 2001). Hair
cycle periodicity is influenced by genetic and
non-genetic factors, including seasonal cues,
breed and location on the body. The estimated
hair cycle for dorsal hair on the Labrador
Retriever, for example, is ~1.5 years (Diaz
et al., 2004), but similar estimates for other
breeds have not been reported. In comparison, mouse hair cycles every ~20 days,
whereas the hair on the human scalp may take
6 years to complete a single cycle. Hair length
is determined by both the growth rate and the
length of the growth period, and therefore is
potentially affected by processes controlling
the transition between hair cycle stages
(Schlake, 2007).

FGF5 (Long hair)
KRT71 (Curly hair)
RSPO2 (Wire hair)
FOXI3 (Hairless)
DUP(FGF) (Ridge)

Epidermis

Hair
shaft

Telogen
Dermal
papilla

Inner
root
sheath

Outer
root
sheath

Fig. 4.3. The role of hair structure loci in dogs. FGF5 (Fibroblast growth factor 5) and KRT71 (Keratin 71)
demonstrate restricted spatio-temporal expression during the hair growth cycle. The expression of genes
affecting hair structure – RSPO2 (R-spondin 2), FOXI3 (Forkhead Homebox Domain I3) and the FGF
(Fibroblast growth factor) mutations (DUP(FGF)) involved in the Ridge duplication – has not been
reported. Hair regeneration consists of distinct stages – anagen (hair growth), catagen (hair regression)
and telogen (resting phase) – collectively termed the hair cycle.
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Table 4.3. Loci and alleles affecting dog hair texture.
Locus

Gene

L (Long hair)

FGF5

Hr (Hairless)

Ha (American hairless)

Wh (Wire hair)

Cu (Curly hair)

R (Ridge)

Rp (Ripple coat)

Allelea

Phenotype

Breed example

L
l

Shorthaired
Longhairedb

Labrador Retriever
Golden Retriever

Hrhr
hr+

Hairlessb
Coated

Chinese Crested Dog

Ha+
Haha

Coated
Hairlessb

Whw

Border Terrier

wh+

Wire hair/
Furnishingsb
Smooth coat

CuC
Cu+

Curly coatb
Straight coat

Poodle
German Shepherd

R
r

Ridgedb
Ridgeless

Rhodesian Ridgeback

Rp+
Rpr

Smooth coat
Ripple coat

Weimaraner

FOXI3

?
Hairless Terrier

RSPO2

KRT71

Duplication

?

a

Alleles for each locus are listed in order of dominance.
Denotes the derived allele at this locus.

b

The hair follicle is formed during skin
development by interactions between skin epithelial cells and underlying dermal cells, which
transform both cell types into specialized tissues. The dermal cells condense to form a
structure called the dermal papilla, which interacts with overlying epithelial cells and will also
form a permanent portion of the mature hair
follicle. As the follicle develops late in gestation,
invagination of epithelial cells overlying the
dermal papilla is accompanied by differentiation of what used to be a simple epithelial monolayer into specialized compartments of the
hair. The internal compartments, the medulla
and the cortex, form the hair shaft that will
eventually protrude from the surface of the
skin. The external compartments form layers
of inner and outer root sheaths that support
the growing hair shaft (Fig. 4.3). As compartments of the hair follicle differentiate, they produce specialized keratins and additional fibrous
proteins that polymerize into filaments and
provide integrity for the hair shaft and the root
sheaths. Hair shape and texture are affected by
the composition, density and distribution of

these structural components in the hair follicle
(Fuchs et al., 2001).

The Long hair locus
Hair length in dogs is generally classified as
either long (the Golden Retriever) or short (the
Labrador Retriever), and is under the control of
two alleles: L > l. However, within either class,
there is a substantial variation both within and
across breeds (Whitney, 1979). The pattern of
variation suggests a major genetic determinant
for hair length that can be modified by additional genetic or environmental factors. Before
recent molecular genetic studies, there was a
sparse but convincing literature describing coat
length as a Mendelian trait, with long hair
recessive to short hair. This is certainly the case
in specific breeds that segregate both short and
long hair varieties, such as the Saint Bernard
(Plate 4) (Crawford and Loomis, 1978). The
occasional occurrence of long hair variants in
typically short hair breeds, like the German
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Shepherd, is also consistent with low frequency
segregation of a recessive long hair allele (l)
(Housley and Venta, 2006). Also, Whitney
recorded that interbred crosses between 16 different combinations of long and short hair
breeds produced only short hair offspring, and
that subsequent intercross or backcross matings produced ratios of short and long hair offspring indicative of recessive inheritance of
long hair in all cases (Whitney, 1979).
In mice (Hebert et al., 1994) and cats
(Drögemuller et al., 2007b; Kehler et al., 2007),
long hair is a recessive trait caused by loss-offunction mutations in Fibroblast growth factor
5 (FGF5). FGFs comprise a large family of
secreted growth factors that regulate proliferation
and differentiation in a wide variety of tissues. In
mice, FGF5 is specifically expressed in the outer
root sheath of the hair follicle during late anagen, where it functions as a hair growth termination signal (Fig. 4.3) (Hebert et al., 1994).
Taking a candidate approach, Housley
and Venta (2006) identified a coding variant in
FGF5 (C59F) that is associated with long hair
in several breeds. A later survey of 106 breeds
showed that FGF559F was indeed fixed (or
nearly fixed) within most long hair breeds
(Cadieu et al., 2009), consistent with a general
theme that most traits shared across breeds
have a common genetic basis. The Afghan
Hound (Plate 5) and the Yorkshire Terrier are
notable exceptions, however, for which long
hair is not associated with the FGF559F allele
(Cadieu et al., 2009), indicating that an additional FGF5 allele or a different gene is responsible for increased hair length in these breeds.
In line with this evidence, Burns and Fraser
(1966) noted that some forms of long hair
appear to be dominant.

The Hairless locus
Three breeds, the Xoloitzcuintle (Mexican hairless, Plate 6), the Peruvian Inca Orchid (Peruvian
hairless) and the Chinese Crested, have hairless
varieties that retain vestiges of hair on the head,
ears, tail and base of the legs. Hairlessness is also
associated with dental abnormalities, a syndrome
regarded as ectodermal dysplasia in mice and
humans (Pinheiro and Freire-Maia, 1994). In all
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three breeds, hairlessness is dominant to a normal coat. Selection for hairless dogs necessarily
maintains both the Hairless (Hr Hr ) allele and the
ancestral, wild-type (Hr +) allele because Hr Hr/
Hr Hr individuals are lethal during embryogenesis.
Therefore, hairless dogs are always Hr Hr/Hr+,
while normal-coated dogs are Hr +/Hr + (Anon.,
1917; Robinson, 1985; Kimura et al., 1993).
Using a combination of pedigree and case-control approaches in Chinese Crested dogs,
Drögemuller et al. (2008) identified the responsible gene as Forkhead Homebox Domain I3
(FOXI3), which encodes a previously uncharacterized member of the Forkhead family of helixturn-helix transcription factors. The three breeds
have an identical frameshift mutation predicted
to completely disrupt protein function.
The shared genetic basis across breeds
implies a common origin for the hairless trait,
which is surprising in this instance because the
Chinese Crested and the American hairless
breeds are presumed to have distinct and
ancient histories. Archaeological records suggest that American hairless dogs predated
European exploration in the Americas
(Drögemuller et al., 2007b), and Chinese
Crested dogs were believed to have originated
from equatorial dogs in Asia or Africa (Plate,
1930). Thus, gene flow among the breeds may
have occurred by sea trade between Asia and
the Americas before Western exploration.
A distinct form of hairlessness is recognized in the American Hairless Terrier
(Sponenberg et al., 1988). These dogs are
born with a sparse, soft coat of hair that sheds
during the first hair cycle and is not replaced.
Hairlessness is recessive and is not accompanied by dental abnormalities. The identity of
the responsible gene, referred to as American
hairless (Ha) (Sponenberg et al., 1988), has
not been reported, but autosomal recessive
hairless phenotypes are due to mutations in
the Hairless gene in mice (Cachon-Gonzalez
et al., 1994) and humans (Ahmad et al., 1998,
1999) and by a Keratin 71 (KRT71) mutation
in cats (Gandolfi et al., 2010).

The Wire hair locus
Wire hair describes the coarse, bristly coat
especially common in terrier breeds. Little
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(1934) first reported wire hair (or rough coat)
as an autosomal dominant trait in Toy
Griffins, and Whitney (1979) extended Little’s
observation about inheritance to other
breeds. Although its inheritance was initially
studied based on segregation of wire- and
smooth-coated varieties within specific
breeds, it was also appreciated that wire hair
is associated with a pattern of increased hair
length around the chin, muzzle and above
the eyes (referred to as facial furnishings).
This association later proved important for
gene mapping, because facial furnishings are
more distinguishable across multiple breeds
than wire hair, the coarseness of which is
affected by hair length and curl. For example, wire hair Dachshunds, which segregate
both long (ll) and short (LL or Ll) hair varieties, have facial furnishings, irrespective of
coat length. However, short hair wires have
coarse coats, while long hair wires have soft
coats and are commonly referred to as soft
wires (Plate 7).
Cadieu et al. (2009) identified the gene
responsible for wire hair and facial furnishings
as R-spondin 2 (RSPO2) by genome-wide
association using a population of Dachshunds
to map wire hair, and a multi-breed population
of dogs to map furnishings. A 167 bp insertion
in the 3′ untranslated region of RSPO2 was
associated with both wire hair and furnishings,
and elevated RSPO2 transcript levels in skin
from WhW dogs suggests that the insertion stabilizes the transcript (Cadieu et al., 2009).
RSPO2 is a secreted activator of the
Wingless/Integrase 1 (Wnt) signalling pathway
(Kazanskaya et al., 2004), which has been
implicated in several aspects of hair follicle
biology. Wnt signalling is thought to regulate
the expression of hair keratin genes and provide important cues for hair cycle initiation, but
the precise functions are still not fully characterized (Fuchs et al., 2001). RSPO2 is likely to
have multiple roles during the hair cycle,
reflected by its association with both coat
length and texture in dogs. The facial hair
growth pattern is particularly interesting
because it indicates that perturbation of RSPO2
levels affects hair follicles differently in body
surface locations that correspond to regions of
increased and sexually dimorphic hair growth
in humans.
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The Curly hair locus
Hair shape, or curl, in dogs is a complex trait
that is difficult to classify, especially when comparing phenotypes across breeds. This is partly
due to a wide range of variation in hair curl and
also to differences in terminology among
breeds. Hair curl traits are most prominent on
a long hair background, and extreme differences in phenotype are exemplified by the
long, relatively straight hair of the Afghan
Hound (Plate 5) and the long, tightly curled
hair of the Poodle. In Table 4.3, this locus is
called Cu, and the two alleles CuC and Cu+, for
curly and straight coats, respectively.
Intermediate phenotypes between these two
extremes, such as the loose, spiral-shaped hair
characteristic of Irish Water Spaniels, are
described as kinky or wavy. These terms
are sometimes used interchangeably but, more
specifically, kinky refers to a loose curly shape
while wavy describes hair that is straight with a
slight curl.
Further complicating the issue, extreme
phenotypes (straight and curly hair) do not segregate within any breeds. Early genetic analysis
relied on the results of cross-breed matings,
which provided seemingly conflicting interpretations of inheritance. For example, Whitney
(1979) postulated that wavy hair is recessive to
straight hair, based on the outcomes of singlegeneration crosses between different breeds.
Alternatively, Burns and Fraser (1966) concluded that curly hair is dominant to straight
hair in crosses involving Curly Coated Retrievers
and Poodles.
The Portuguese Water Dog (PWD) offered
a good model for a molecular genetic characterization of hair curl because this breed has
both curly-coated and wavy-coated varieties
that are distinguished by the degree of curl
(Plate 8). Dogs from the two varieties served
as cases and controls for genome-wide mapping that identified association between a
KRT71 coding alteration, R151W, and the
curly-coated PWD. Furthermore, analysis
across breeds indicates that the variant allele,
KRT71151W, is uncommon in straight-coated
breeds, but fixed in several curly- and wavycoated breeds, providing another example of a
widely distributed trait with a shared genetic
origin (Cadieu et al., 2009).
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R151W occurs within the highly conserved 1A region of the keratin a-helical rod
domain, which is important for keratin dimerization (Hatzfeld and Weber, 1990) and which
is a frequent site for curly/wavy coat mutations
in other species (Kikkawa et al., 2003; Lane
and Mclean, 2004; Runkel et al., 2006).
KRT71 is specifically expressed in the inner
root sheath (Fig. 4.3) (Aoki et al., 2001; Porter
et al., 2001; Langbein et al., 2002), the structure and integrity of which is thought to mould
the shape of the growing hair shaft. (Schlake,
2007).
In mice, KRT71 mutations responsible for
wavy-coat phenotypes are dominant (Kikkawa
et al., 2003; Runkel et al., 2006). In dogs, the
genetics appears to be more complicated.
Inheritance in PWDs is non-Mendelian, and
the KRT71151W allele is not found in some
curly-coated breeds, such as the Curly Coated
Retrievers (Cadieu et al., 2009). In fact, a
recent genome scan for signatures of selection
across dog breeds identified a keratin cluster,
distinct from the KRT71 cluster, under strong
selection (Akey et al., 2010). The apparent
genetic complexity of hair curl in dogs is not
surprising given that recent studies on human
hair structural variation implicate multiple contributing loci with relatively small phenotypic
effects (Fujimoto et al., 2008a,b; Medland
et al., 2009), and that similar wavy coat traits
in mice are due to mutations in multiple genes
(Nakamura et al., 2001).

The Ridge locus
The presence of a dorsal ridge is a fully penetrant, autosomal dominant trait (Hillbertz and
Andersson, 2006) at the R locus (which has
two alleles, R > r). The trait is characterized by
a dorsal hair stripe that stands out from the rest
of the coat because hair follicles are oriented in
a lateral, instead of caudal, direction (Plate 9).
The trait occurs in three related breeds – the
Rhodesian Ridgeback, the Thai Ridgeback and
the Vietnamese Phu Quaoc dog. The presence
of the dorsal ridge is also sometimes associated
with a congenital malformation called a dermoid sinus (Hillbertz, 2005), a condition similar to a neural tube defect in humans called a
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dermal sinus. A dermoid sinus presents as a
tubular indentation of the skin with hair and
keratin in the lumen. In contrast to the ridged
phenotype, the dermoid sinus has variable
penetrance in ridged dogs. Therefore, R/R
and R/r dogs are indistinguishable with respect
to the dorsal ridge trait, but the prevalence of a
dermoid sinus is substantially increased in R/R
dogs (Salmon Hillbertz et al., 2007).
Taking a genome-wide association mapping approach in Rhodesian Ridgebacks,
Salmon-Hillbertz et al. (2007) identified the
genetic basis for the ridged phenotype as a
133 kb duplication that includes several genes –
FGF3, FGF4, FGF19, Oral cancer overexpressed 1, and part of Cyclin D1. The authors
favour the interpretation that increased expression of one or more FGFs is responsible for the
ridged phenotype because FGFs are known to
participate in skin and hair development.

The Ripple coat locus
In his discussion on the genetics of coat characteristics, Whitney (1979) mentions a recessively inherited, transitory striping pattern in
newborn puppies of some breeds, such as the
Bloodhound and the Weimaraner, which he
refers to as a ripple coat (at the Rp locus, with
two alleles, Rp+ > Rpr). Puppies with the pattern have regular, laterally branching waves
running along the anteroposterior axis (Plate
10). The pattern is present at birth but disappears within a week. While its aetiology and
genetic basis have not been described, the trait
is interesting because it has a simple genetic
basis and because it resembles periodic pigmentation patterns characteristic of other
mammals, such as the domestic cat.

Concluding Remarks
The development of genomic resources and
powerful gene-mapping strategies has fuelled
rapid progress in unravelling the molecular
genetics of coat morphology in the domestic
dog. Seven of the original nine pigmentation
loci proposed by Little in 1957 have now been
mapped to a single gene and one new locus
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has been discovered. Causative mutations have
been determined for eight of the 19 derived
alleles at these loci, providing insight into the
mechanisms of canine pigmentary diversity.
Mutations have also been identified for derived
alleles at five hair structure loci, three of which
contribute to trait variation widely distributed
across breeds.
In general, coat morphological variation
in the domestic dog has a simple genetic
basis, sharply contrasting with the quantitative nature of similar variation in humans,
and potentially reflecting differences between
artificial and natural selection. Rare mutations with large phenotypic effects and simple inheritance are ideal substrates for
selection during domestication because they
are easy to recognize and maintain. A small
number of such variants can then interact to
generate complex phenotypes, as is apparent
for a range of discrete coat-texture traits that
result from combinations of the Long hair,
Wire hair and Curly hair alleles (Cadieu
et al., 2009).
Other hypotheses to explain the range of
phenotypic diversity in dogs, such as accelerated rates for specific mutations (Fondon and
Garner, 2004) or selection for standing variation present in ancestral wolf populations,
are inconsistent with the molecular architecture of morphological traits. For example, no
specific type of molecular lesion predominates among derived alleles; nucleotide
substitutions, insertions and deletions, duplications and repeat element transpositions are
all represented. In addition, the relatively
monomorphic form of wolves suggests that
derived variants with large phenotypic effects
are quickly removed from natural populations
by purifying selection. A notable exception is
the uniformly black coat colour segregating
in North American wolves and coyotes. In
this case, however, the responsible molecular
variant, the KB allele of CBD103, was introduced into wild canids through recent hybridization with the domestic dog (Anderson
et al., 2009).
Across breeds, similar traits frequently
have identical genetic determinants, implying
strong selection and a common origin predating modern breed formation. There are, however, some notable exceptions. Three different
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TYRP1 alleles cause brown dilution with no
apparent phenotypic differences noted for
any pairing of alleles. The MC1RR306ter mutation responsible for yellow coat colour is
present on different haplotypes and must
therefore be a recurrent mutation. Uniformly
black coat colour can be caused by alleles of
CBD103 (KB) or ASIP (a), and uniformly yellow coat colour can be caused by alleles of
either ASIP (ay) or MC1R (e). Hairlessness
demonstrates both dominant and recessive
inheritance in different breeds, and the
FGF559F and KRT71151W alleles are responsible for long hair and curly coat in some breeds
but not in others.
Traits affecting coat colour were possibly
early targets for selection, as they would have
helped to distinguish domestic dogs from
wolves. The rapid population expansion and
geographical distribution of dogs after domestication would have provided sufficient opportunity for human-directed selection to act on rare
mutations. Importantly, before modern breed
formation, dog populations that would eventually contribute to modern breeds probably
existed in geographic isolation with relatively
little gene flow, permitting the occurrence of
parallel variation caused by distinct genetic
determinants.
Modern breed formation during the last
300 years has provided an opportunity to cherry
pick, from existing populations, derived variants
that are highly penetrant, highly specific and
predictably inherited. Because most modern
breeds were developed on the same continent
at the same time, it is not surprising that variants
responsible for desirable traits are shared across
breeds. Given the strength of human-directed
selection during breed formation, one might
predict that multiple derived variants of independent origin would only persist if they conferred indistinguishable phenotypes.
The data presented in this chapter indicate that diversity in coat colour, length and
texture results from both coding and regulatory variation. Coding mutations tend to occur
in genes with cell-type specific functions
(TYRP1, ASIP, MC1R, FGF5 and KRT71),
and regulatory mutations tend to occur in
genes with modular regulatory units (MITF
and ASIP) (see Table 4.3). In particular,
the pigmentary system may be prone to
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diversification in domestic species because
several genes affecting pigmentation have
melanocyte-specific functions, and at least
some of the important pigmentation genes are
known to have complex regulatory systems.
From a more general standpoint, the plasticity
of a trait for diversification may rely on the
specificity and modularity of its underlying
genetic components.
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Plate 1. (a) An Italian Greyhound – KB/KB (or KB/k), d/d, si/si – puppy with a blue coat (due to the dilution of
eumelanin) and the ‘Irish’ pattern of white-spotting. (b) Its sibling – KB/KB (or KB/k), d/d, sw/sw – has a blue coat and
extreme white spotting.
Plate 2. (a) A Dachshund – KB/KB (or KB/k), at/at, M/m – with the merle pattern, referred to as dapple in this breed.
It also carries the at allele of ASIP, resulting in ‘tan points’ above the eyes, on the sides of the muzzle, on the
chest and on legs and feet. (b) This Dachshund – KB/KB (or KB/k), b/b, at/at – is brown (a dilution of eumelanin)
with ‘tan points’ (pheomelanin).
Plate 3. All three retrievers carry the dominant black allele of CBD103 (KB). The action of KB can be modified in
different ways. Recessive loss-of-function TYRP1 alleles (b) cause the dilution of black to brown pigment in the
Labrador retriever, and a recessive loss-of-function MC1R allele (e) causes uniformly yellow coat in the Golden
retriever.
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Plate 4. In the Saint Bernard, long hair is recessive to short hair (Crawford and Loomis, 1978) and is caused by
an FGF5 mutation (Drogemuller et al., 2007b).
Plate 5. Long hair in the Afghan Hound is not due to the FGF559F mutation associated with long hair in other
breeds (Cadieu et al., 2009).
Plate 6. The Xoloitzcuintle, also known as the Mexican hairless dog, has both (a) hairless – HrHr/hr+ – and (b)
coated – hr+/hr+ – varieties.
Plate 7. The interaction between coat length and wire hair in Dachshunds. (a) Shorthaired wires – L/L (or L/l),
WhWh/WhWh – have coarse, bristly coats while (b) longhaired (soft) wires – l/l, WhWh/WhWh – have softer coats.
Both shorthaired and longhaired wires have facial furnishings.
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Plate 8. (a) Wavy-coated and (b) curly-coated varieties of the Portuguese Water Dog used in a genome-wide
study to identify an association between KRT71151W and curly hair.
Plate 9. A dorsal stripe resulting from the inverted orientation of hair follicles along the dorsal midline is a dominant trait characteristic of the Rhodesian Ridgeback.
Plate 10. The recessive ripple coat pattern in a litter of newborn Weimaraner puppies.
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Plate 11. Chromosome-specific BAC ‘tiling’ to generate a coloured bar-code. BAC clones were selected at
approximately 10Mb intervals along the length of CFA 9 (seven clones) and CFA 10 (eight clones). Each clone
was labelled with one of five spectrally resolvable fluorochromes, and all clones for both CFA 9 and CFA 10 were
hybridized simultaneously to a normal dog metaphase preparation. (a) BAC probe signal is visible only on the two
CFA 9 and 10 homologues. (b) Enlarged and aligned homologues of CFA 9 and CFA 10 from panel (a) shown
alongside ideograms of both chromosome.
Plate 12. Multicolour pseudo-painting using pools of BAC clones spaced at 1Mb intervals along four dog
chromosomes and labelled with a common fluorochrome-conjugated nucleotide. In this example a metaphase
spread from a healthy female dog has been hybridized with BAC pools representing CFA 4 (purple), 8 (gold),
13 (green), and 16 (red).

